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KONTEXT
Kolossale Musik, krasse Kunst und kulturelle
Kollateralschäden – eine Stunde FluxFM zum
Einrahmen und an die Wand hängen. RADIO ARTY
informiert über spannende Künstler und welche
Ausstellung man auf keinen Fall verpassen sollte.
Donnerstag 19-20 Uhr
Sonntag 22 Uhr (Wdh)
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Georgie

Bugra Erols Bild Kingslayer (Acrylic on canvas 160x140 2017 ©CHROMA)

Company Of Thieves
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15:31 Inner Tongue - Underworld

▷ Letzte Änderung: 2017-06-01

15:20 Oum Shatt - Power To The Women Of The…

Rubrik: Radio Arty

15:10 Perera Elsewhere - Something's Up

Vergangenen Samstag eröffnete Buğra Erols Einzelausstellung Mind

Im Radio:

Your Wishes, die eine Reihe von Zeichnungen des ausfstrebenden

01. Juni 2017, 19 Uhr

türkischen Künstlers zeigt. In diesen Zeichnungen gibt der ehemalige

04. Juni 2017, 22 Uhr

Greenpeace-Aktivist

einen

Einblick

in

seine

15:06 Be Charlotte - Discover
ANDEREN SENDER WÄHLEN:

persönliche

Gedankenwelt und bezieht politisch Stellung. Bei Radio Arty erzählt er, was ihn bewegt und was
man bei seiner Ausstellung erwarten kann.

Name:
Buğra Erol

How do you / others describe your art?
I don’t limit my work to specific concepts and disciplines. I’m a multidisciplinary artist who frankly
desires to share his feelings and ideas under several forms, so, while producing, I aim for the idea
and medium to find their genuine way. I am fed of everyday life. Mainly, I paint. Paintings are in
the center beside videos, installations, sculptures and performances.
And for the second part of the question, the curator Marcus Graf recently wrote about my work in
these words:
“Buğra Erol’s oeuvre is characterized by a great balance between poetics and politics, as well as
stories and histories. This is the main reason why he succeeds in creating relationships between
the individual and the social in order to formulate a meaningful socio-political criticism that goes
beyond didactics. At the same time, his pieces never lack aesthetical reflections or formal
considerations, as he values their physical being. In this context, it is important to underline the
nice equilibrium between form and concept. At the same time, as he does not limit himself to a
single way of production, his oeuvre is in a permanent flux. Erol’s interest in experimenting with
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work an exceptional character. As he constantly questions and renews his artistic approach to

▷ (Probleme? Hier gibt's Hilfe!)

aesthetics, techniques and media, his oeuvre is characterized by pluralism and eclecticism. He
works in various disciplines like painting, drawing, as well as object, installation, video and street

NEU AUF FLUXFM

art. Conceptually, his pieces are dominated by existentialist questions regarding mankind’s right
stand, role and engagement in the world.”

Die besten Sommer-Gadgets

What people should know about your solo-show at BERLINARTPROJECTS?
The paintings featured in this show, called Mind Your Wishes, are mostly focused on feelings and
Die Playlist für den Stau am
Pfingstmontag

memories, belonging to the last two years of my life. There were a lot of changes in my personal
life, in my direct environment, changes of situation, changes of places, from Istanbul to the Island,
from the Island to Berlin. They are part of the depicted subjects. It is a kind of journey into my
mind accompanied with a fantasized reality. I’ve been drawing in my sketchbooks on a very
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regular basis to capture these feelings and they were transformed into meticulous paintings on
canvases in Berlin. It is actually a long process project.

Who should come by?
Everybody of course. I would not decide on audience’s profile.
Because everyone looks at an artwork with his/her own background so everybody has different
things to feel, to see… When someone looks at a painting, I think it’s
no longer about artist’s story behind but it is about what this specific artwork makes you feel or
see. This is why, I prefer to keep my stories to myself and leave to the audience a space to freely
establish a contact with the artworks. This may later permit us to exchange our own stories.

What is your motor?
Everything. Why should I limit myself?

When/ where/ what will you exhibit next time?
You can see my artworks until the 8th of July in Berlin at BERLINARTPROJECTS. You can find
the opening hours on their website: http://berlinartprojects.com/en/
My next solo show in Europe will be at the gallery Art Affairs in Amsterdam. Meanwhile there will
be some other group shows and projects in Berlin and Istanbul – but they are not confirmed yet.

What else should we know about you?
I wouldn’t add anything about the artworks of this particular show but I invite you to go and see
them and continue the observation.
What I did before on Greenpeace, or my older works related to environmental activism seem to
arouse curiosity very often. I used to work as a Greenpeace activist all around the world for more
than 7 years. In my previous exhibition, called Good Luck, we can clearly see the intersection of
two sets: Buğra as an artist, and Buğra as an activist. I received an archive of old slides (dias)
from Greenpeace London, and I made four lightboxes with them, using a collage technique. So,
yes, my artworks are also made of my personal commitments.
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